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Shooting The Pistol
Practics
In this magically evocative novel, William Maxwell explores the enigmatic gravity of the past, which compels us to keep explaining it even as it makes liars
out of us every time we try. On a winter morning in the 1920s, a shot rings out on a farm in rural Illinois. A man named Lloyd Wilson has been killed. And
the tenuous friendship between two lonely teenagers—one privileged yet neglected, the other a troubled farm boy—has been shattered.Fifty years later, one of
those boys—now a grown man—tries to reconstruct the events that led up to the murder. In doing so, he is inevitably drawn back to his lost friend Cletus, who
has the misfortune of being the son of Wilson's killer and who in the months before witnessed things that Maxwell's narrator can only guess at. Out of
memory and imagination, the surmises of children and the destructive passions of their parents, Maxwell creates a luminous American classic of youth and
loss. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Art of Handgun Shooting
A surprising journey from tech support to professional marksman in front of the cameras. Chris Cheng won the title of “Top Shot,” a $100,000 cash prize,
and a professional marksman contract with the show sponsor, Bass Pro Shops. How did a tech support guy who didn’t shoot a lot of guns beat out
seventeen other competitors—including seasoned military veterans, law enforcement officers, and pro marksmen—in History Channel’s Top Shot season 4?
An excellent guide for beginning shooters, Cheng focuses on the basics and ammunition of pistols, rifles, and shotguns, marksmanship fundamentals, and
buying a firearm. Other chapters include: Dry Fire Practice Firearm Accessories Safely Storing Your Firearm Cleaning and Maintaining Your Guns And
much more! Additionally, Cheng covers his approach to staying calm under pressure, teamwork, sportsmanship, and leadership. These traits contributed to
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his coming out on top and staying above the fray. With a foreword written by Top Shot season 3 champion Dustin Ellermann and an afterword written by
the original Top Shot champion Iain Harrison, Shoot to Win is sure to please shooters of all stripes, but especially fans of History Channel’s program Top
Shot. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles,
handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books
on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs,
and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects
that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Book of Glock
While movies and television have made many people familiar with the name Glock, not many know the history of Glock’s pistols. With The Book of
Glock, Robert A. Sadowski showcases all of Glock’s American handgun models, from the first model, the Glock 17, which premiered in 1982, to the allnew G43, and educates firearms enthusiasts on the quirks of each. The Book of Glock references all Glock pistols available in the United States with indepth information on all models—history, serial numbers, rare Glock variants, comparative models, cutaway sales models, and more. Sadowski worked
closely with Stanley Ruselowski, the president of the Glock Collectors Association, to bring readers information and photos of rarely seen Glocks. Each
chapter is dedicated to a different model. Sadowski provides a timeline of the company’s evolution and a close look at how Glock redefined the combat
pistol. Other chapters touch on rare models, commemorative editions, and Glock tools and accessories. Whether a firearms collector or a new enthusiast,
anyone can enjoy Sadowski’s analysis of Glocks throughout history.

The Dry Fire Primer
The twentieth-anniversary edition of Marion Blumenthal Lazan’s acclaimed Holocaust memoir features new material by the author, a reading group guide,
a map, and additional photographs. “The writing is direct, devastating, with no rhetoric or exploitation. The truth is in what’s said and in what is left
out.”—ALA Booklist (starred review) Marion Blumenthal Lazan’s unforgettable and acclaimed memoir recalls the devastating years that shaped her
childhood. Following Hitler’s rise to power, the Blumenthal family—father, mother, Marion, and her brother, Albert—were trapped in Nazi Germany. They
managed eventually to get to Holland, but soon thereafter it was occupied by the Nazis. For the next six and a half years the Blumenthals were forced to
live in refugee, transit, and prison camps, including Westerbork in Holland and Bergen-Belsen in Germany, before finally making it to the United States.
Their story is one of horror and hardship, but it is also a story of courage, hope, and the will to survive. Four Perfect Pebbles features forty archival
photographs, including several new to this edition, an epilogue, a bibliography, a map, a reading group guide, an index, and a new afterword by the author.
First published in 1996, the book was an ALA Notable Book, an ALA Quick Pick for Reluctant Readers, and IRA Young Adults’ Choice, and a Notable
Trade Book in the Field of Social Studies, and the recipient of many other honors. “A harrowing and often moving account.”—School Library Journal

The Ultimate Shooting Skills Manual
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With the popularity of IDPA, IPSC and silhouette competition, and a variety of available choices for hunting and concealed carry, handgun accuracy has
never been more important. In the personal defense field, accuracy and precision could mean the difference between life and death. Gun Digest Media's
newest title, The Accurate Handgun by author Robert Campbell, details how to make any handgun more accurate--from choosing the best revolvers and
autoloaders, to honing shooter mindset and skill. Serious target shooters, hunters and armed citizens demand accurate handguns. The upgrades and
accessories covered in The Accurate Handgun are invaluable to make any sidearm perform better. In addition, the author illuminates the road to expert
marksmanship. Readers learn how to perfect the human component of accuracy. Inside the book: Handgun shooting techniques that will immediately
improve accuracy for any shooter Reloading tips and tricks to make more reliable and precise loads Expert insights into handgun ammo selection--from
rimfire to big bore DIY projects to improve handgun function and accuracy in popular makes and models From in-depth accuracy tips and gun tests of
handguns from Glock, Colt, SIG, CZ, Springfield Armory and many more, to honest evaluations of the latest handgun ammunition, The Accurate Handgun
highlights the technical aspects of the handgun, which shooters must understand to achieve truly high performance and precision. Plus, how to interface
human ability and biomechanical aspects such as hand fit and trigger action with shooting technique.

The Perfect Pistol Shot
Intuitive handgun defense system guide

The Writer's Guide to Weapons
Learn the secrets of shooting a handgun quickly and accurately under the extreme stress of a gunfight. These cutting-edge techniques for managing recoil in
rapid fire, high-speed trigger control and more are used by today's hostage rescue teams and competitive grandmasters.

Navy SEAL Shooting
This book answers the "how to" questions about shooting technique. How do you hold the gun? How do you shoot fast? These questions and many more
are answered inside. This material is geared for the USPSA, IPSC, or IDPA action shooting competitor. This is the revision to Ben Stoeger's book "Practical
Pistol". This new edition is revised to reflect technique changes that have taken place over the last few years. The sport of Practical Shooting is changing
quickly and becoming more competitive every day. This updated version of "Practical Pistol" is a must have for any serious USPSA or IDPA shooter.

Practical Pistol Reloaded
NATIONAL BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE The searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight to survive. A father
and his son walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and
when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have
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nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each
other. The Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which the father and his son,
"each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the worst and the best that we
are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation. A New York
Times Notable Book One of the Best Books of the Year The Boston Globe, The Christian Science Monitor, The Denver Post, The Kansas City Star, Los
Angeles Times, New York, People, Rocky Mountain News, Time, The Village Voice, The Washington Post

How to Shoot Like a Navy SEAL
Firearms instructor, Gabby Franco, guides the reader by helping improve shooting skills to a higher level.

Long Range Shooting Handbook
Having shaped our nation since its birth, guns are an integral part of American life. As more and more Americans choose to own firearms, it becomes
increasingly important to educate them on proper shooting and handling techniques. Drawing on the National Rifle Association’s more than two centuries
of shooting experience, as well as the collected knowledge of more than 55,000 certified instructors, The NRA Step-by-Step Guide to Gun Safety offers
key—and life-saving—advice on using, caring for, and storing handguns, rifles, and shotguns. Packed with essential information and resources, including
details on how propellants burn in cartridges, shooting etiquette on and off the range, and where to find a certified NRA shooting instructor, The NRA Stepby-Step Guide to Gun Safety will help reinforce the importance of safe gun-handling habits. Included is information on: The safest and most effective way
to store and transport pistols, rifles, and shotguns The anatomy of the many kinds of guns available The proper way to reload any firearm The best way to
clean your gun Proper use of eye and ear protection The correct clothing to wear while hunting Whether you are an experienced shooter or haven’t shot a
round in your life, The NRA Step-by-Step Guide to Gun Safety will provide new and enlightening information that will make you, and your family, safer
gun owners. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles,
handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books
on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs,
and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects
that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Troubleshooting
Presents a portrait collection of women and guns with subjects expressing their passion for firearms.

Handgun Marksmanship
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The NRA Step-by-Step Guide to Gun Safety
Mastering the basics is the only way to shoot faster or more accurately, and this goal can be achieved only with proper instruction and critiques. This
consolidated, easy-to-read handbook provides a base knowledge that offers laymen and/or professional operators the references to learn/maintain their skills
with their pistol, thus raising their level of safety and competence. Whether you carry a pistol for living or for defense, this book will help you attain the
level of training desired.

A Perfect Shot
Dry fire - practicing without live ammunition - is an essential tool for every gun owner who wants to learn how to handle their firearms more proficiently. It
saves time and money while remaining an effective training method whether you are interested in guns for a hobby, for self-defense, or for competition.
While there are many books that describe specific dry fire regimens, they don't always give you the information you need to use them best. That's where
The Dry Fire Primer comes in. It bridges the gap between "I've heard of dry fire" and "I'm going to be a dry fire maniac and use it to its greatest potential."
Whether you're brand-new to dry fire or just feel like you could be getting a bit more out of it, this book is for you.

A.B.C. of Snap Shooting
This is a new release of the original 1941 edition.

American Pistol Shooting
This practical, comprehensive, and thorough Concealed Carry and Handgun Reference Book will help you take responsibility and prepare for your own Self
Defense and Personal Protection. Col Ben's book is designed for both NEW and EXPERIENCED shooters and is a must read to help you properly use and
handle your handgun in various situations. It is formally endorsed by two Concealed Carry organizations and supported by others. The book's 57 Chapters
and 245 images, exhibits, and checklists will help you discover many useful tools, techniques, tactics, and tips for concealed carry, as well as the essentials
for self defense and proper handgun skills. Col Ben calls on his 30-years of Air Force service and years of handgun and concealed carry teaching
experiences to give you some helpful guides and tips. Selected TOPICS include: A Concealed Carry Checklist with 12 Key Carry Guidelines 8
Fundamentals of Shooting with Tips for Trigger Control, Sight Alignment, Grip, Stance, etc. Top 21 Concealed Carry Handguns with detailed comparisons
and rankings The 13 Methods of Carry with comparisons & helpful photos Overcoming the 7 common carry and new shooter Mistakes Criteria for
selecting your personal Handgun, Holster, and Gun Belt Legal issues & consideration in the use of Deadly Force Understanding the Criminal Mindset for
Situational Awareness Stand Your Ground, Brandishing, Warning Shots, & Disparate Force issues The best technique for Racking any pistol slide Proper
Draw from concealed carry with steps and tips Dealing with the various handgun Malfunctions & Stoppages Suggested practice Drills for accuracy and
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speed Attacks by dangerous Dogs; Traveling Safely & Legally on Airlines with Guns & Ammo, etc. This book has a wealth of useful and contemporary
information for its reasonable price and is an easy-to-read resource and an excellent Reference manual for your bookshelf. Every truly responsible gun
owner must read this from cover to cover. You will gain new hands-on insights that just might help save your LIFE."

NRA Guide Basics of Pistol Shooting
A local basketball star in a small Ohio town tries to remake his life in middle age, but instead must confront a murderer and the prospect of leaving his
hometown and giving up everything that once gave his life meaning. Nicholas "Duke" Ducheski is the most important man in the eastern Ohio steel town of
Mingo Junction. Nearly two decades after he made the winning shot in the state championship basketball game, he remains much adored and the focal point
of community pride. Hardly a day passes when someone doesn't want to talk about "the game." Now approaching forty, Duke no longer wants to be defined
solely by something he did when he was eighteen. So he decides to parlay his local popularity into a successful restaurant--"Duke's Place." But no sooner
does he get his restaurant up and running than disaster strikes. One day, "Little Tony" DeMarco, his brother-in-law and a known mob enforcer, comes into
the restaurant and murders Duke's oldest friend. Now Duke faces the hardest decision of his life. DeMarco thinks he's untouchable, but Duke discovers a
way to take him down, along with his mob superiors. To do so, however, means leaving Mingo Junction and sacrificing his treasured identity as the town
legend. And if he follows through, what will remain of his life?

Gun Digest Shooter's Guide to Handgun Marksmanship
"You will either master the pistol or the pistol will master you." To fire perfect shots, you must train for perfect shots. But whether you want to shoot
squirrels, punch holes in paper targets, or defend your home, there is only one path to achieving consistent accuracy with a handgun: mastering the
fundamentals of marksmanship. Written by a former U.S. Marine Corps firearms instructor who has taught more than a thousand law enforcement, military,
and security personnel, The Perfect Pistol Shot uses succinct lessons, uncommon exercises, and real-world stories to provide a fresh look at a vital topic for
all gunmen. It includes: The single most important "trick" to perfecting handgun marksmanship A simple concept for learning how to shoot a gun twice as
fast A series of unique "Prove It" exercises that allow you to test the concepts offered without the pressure of actual shooting An entertaining chapter on
guns, gun magazines, and gun gurus that will help you make wiser choices about your training Knowing how to engage targets is valuable for the defensive
shooter, but if "engaging" doesn't translate into "hitting," what's the point? You must have a solid foundation on which to build tactical skills. Your reward
will be conversion from just another hapless shooter into an independent marksman.

Modern Handgun Fundamentals
The author explores the evolution of hip hop and the backlash against it, from Detroit Mayer Kwame Killpatrick, the nation's first hip hop mayor, to the
reception of the music on college campuses, where debates over its misogyny thrive.
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Concealed Carry and Handgun Essentials
Gun Digest Shooter's Guide to Competitive Pistol Shooting offers expert advice, tips and techniques to get started and advance your skills in the most
popular competitive pistol shooting events in the nation. ~ Learn what guns and gear to buy, and also what not to buy, potentially saving hundreds of
dollars! ~ Find out which modifications and equipment make sense to be more competitive, and discover equipment and techniques that help as your
shooting skills advance. ~ Get expert insight into the guns, ammunition and skills needed to excel in the most popular pistol shooting events in the U.S.
today! Inside this handy reference, you'll find coverage of: IPSC Steel Challenge Bullseye Silhouette IDPA Cowboy Action Shooting NRA Action Pistol
(Bianchi Cup) Glock Shooting Sports Foundation (GSSF) 3-Gun Competition And more! With introductory comments by 17-time Bianchi Cup Champion
and World Professional Shooter, Doug Koenig. Plus, shooting tips and drills from current U.S. Practical Shooting Association President and professional
competitor, Mike Foley.

Chicks with Guns
Every basketball team has its star player. From 1967 to 1970, Louisiana State University saw the rise of a legend: "Pistol Pete" Maravich, one of the
greatest basketball players in LSU history and arguably the greatest to ever play college basketball. Known for his dazzling ball handling, creative passing,
and extraordinary shooting, he averaged 44.2 points per game at LSU -- without the benefit of a three-point line -- and remains the NCAA's all-time leading
scorer. Danny Brown, a journalism student at LSU during most of Pete's college years, took hundreds of photographs at LSU basketball games as part of his
course work. In Shooting The Pistol, Brown offers more than eighty photographs -- most never before published -- of Pete in action, along with game
statistics and personal recollections, to form the single most complete portrait ever made of Maravich at LSU. Danny first met Pete not on the basketball
court, but during Air Force ROTC training, where Danny was Pete's squadron sergeant. Upon learning that the tall, scrawny guy with the shaved head and
the purple-and-gold beanie cap was scoring 40 points a game on the freshman team, Danny replied, "That kid can play basketball?" Danny eventually
became friends with Pete and his father, Coach "Press" Maravich, and his images pay tribute to an amazing athlete and a magical time in LSU sports
history. Brown's photographs provide intimate courtside views of Pete's gravity-defying, play-making skills. Many capture Pete in midair, where he
seemingly floats, his off-balance body positions resembling moves in an athletic ballet. Famous for his ability to stop on a dime, Pete -- as Brown's pictures
demonstrate -- often caught opponents flat-footed as he quickly maneuvered for an opening to the basket or sent a sudden "no-look" pass to a teammate.
The volume culminates in Brown's near-perfect photographs of Pete's shot that broke the NCAA scoring record during the 1970 Ole Miss game and of the
ensuing game-stopping victory celebration. While the majority of the images here show number 23 in motion, several reveal the personal side of the shy
star, including a rare game attendance by his mother and quieter off-court moments with his father. Throughout, Brown weaves a rich conversational
commentary -- anecdotes about Pete, circumstances surrounding the more notable photographs, and descriptions of the games and Pete's
performance.Seeing LSU's basketball phenomenon Pete Maravich through Danny Brown's lens will transport fans back in time, under the goal, to witness
firsthand the making of college sports history.

The Gun Digest Book of the Revolver
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Each year in America, 2 Million criminals break into homes just like yours. Is your aim good enough to guarantee your family's safety?This book has been
teaching responsible gun owners the same effective techniques that created the world's deadliest snipers. The new 2nd edition has been redesigned to give
you the most powerful methods in easy-to-follow instructions.A retired US Navy SEAL and bestselling author, Chris was hand-selected to develop the
entire curriculum for the US Navy SEAL Sniper training program. If the US Navy SEALs selected him as their leading firearms instructor, shouldn't
you?Now, you can use these world-class techniques to master your weapon and protect your family.It comes with access to 12 online video lessons. Watch
Chief Sajnog show you his real-world methods, and read detailed explanations in this book packed with the most effective firearms training you'll ever find,
without any of the fluff. If you're looking for "cool" stories or techniques, this is not the book for you. If you want to shoot like a Navy SEAL, this is where
to start. You'll learn:? How to find the right position for you -- not the cookie-cutter methods that only work for some people -- so you can maximize your
aim with as little effort as possible.? Simple training exercises you can do right now, at home, without having to spend 1,000's of dollars at the shooting
range.? How to boost your accuracy by up to 95% -- using the "Navy SEAL focus" technique that you can master in just minutes.? The SEAL Sniper Trick
that you can start using today, allowing you to instantly hit targets at twice the distance.? Why the aiming technique you were taught is completely wrong -and how you can fix it instantly.? Plus how to do all of this safely, without risking harm to your family.Protect your loved ones, your country, and yourself,
with the firearms techniques developed by one of the most respected firearms trainers in the world.

Ways of the Rifle 2009: Technique
Gun Digest Shooter's Guide to Handgun Marksmanship provides an in-depth look at the foundations of solid and accurate handgun skills. Author Peter
Lessler has constructed a user-friendly guide to getting on target and making the shot right away, every time you put your hand on the grip of your handgun.
Inside you'll find information on: Understanding your sights and the flash sight picture. Fool-proof ways to get the proper grip on revolvers and semi-autos.
Triggering perfection--getting it right in double-action and single-action. Drills that take you from being a "plinker" to an expert marksman. Hundreds of
supporting action photos. Gun Digest Shooter's Guide to Handgun Marksmanship is must-have reading for handgunners wanting to sharpen their range and
self-defense skills. It is also the perfect addition to the others in this series, Shooter's Guide to Rifle Marksmanship, Shooter's Guide to Rifles, Shooter's
Guide to Shotguns, and Shooter's Guide to Handguns.

Shoot to Win
Whatever you’re shooting, whether it’s a tricked-out MSR, a tight 1911, or a custom skeet gun, the experts at Outdoor Life have the know-how you need to
take your skills to the next level. Covers handguns, rifles, shotguns, and ARs. RANGE SKILLS & HUNTING This book is filled with tips and tricks that
build solid shooting fundamentals, letting you shoot faster and more accurately. Detailed drills for advanced gun handling and manipulation complete an
expert course in range accuracy. PERSONAL PROTECTION Fortune favors the prepared, whether you’re protecting your family while out on the streets
or guarding your home. The sensible, real-world tips on concealed carry and personal protection in this book could save your life. COMPETITION Insider
tips from top competitors guide you through hands-on pistol, revolver, precision rifle, AR, and action shotgun drills and techniques you can apply anywhere
you shoot.
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Tactical Pistol Shooting
Learn to shoot safely and effectively at home to protect yourself or your family. With easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions and 385 illustrations, learn to
plan your training, improve your accuracy and speed, shoot while moving, and clear malfunctions. Plus every manipulation needed for any semi-automatic
pistol or rifle.

Men Against Fire
According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, a marksman is someone skilled at shooting at a mark or target. This is a book for hand-gunners who want to
be marksmen. What You Will Learn By the end of the book, you should be able to hit bullseyes consistently (80 to 90 percent of the time) from a
respectable distance. Along the way, you will learn to: Choose and use a target for marksmanship training. Assess mechanical accuracy of your gun and
ammo. Set a good training goal, based on gun, ammo, and shooter skill. Identify the grip and stance that work best for you. Properly align sights to hit your
intended target. Translate dry-fire practice to improved performance on the range. Measure shooting accuracy and precision objectively. Diagnose flaws in
technique, based on bullet-hole patterns. Test corrective strategies to solve performance problems. Find the zero range for handguns with fixed or adjustable
sights. Describe bullet trajectory with a ballistic calculator. Topics are covered in clear, aw-shucks language. Step-by-step instruction makes it easy to grasp
material quickly. Key points are reinforced with practical exercises. And free online training aids are available at the book's website:
handgunmarksmanship.com. Why This Book? There is nothing hard about developing handgun marksmanship skills. But there are a few moving parts.
This book focuses on the most important parts, so you can quickly acquire the knowledge and skill you need to hit the bullseye (almost) every time.

The Perfect Pistol Shot
25% of this book's proceeds will be donated to two military charities: the Special Operation Warrior Foundation and the Sua Sponte Foundation. This book
is the complete beginner's guide to long range shooting written in simple every-day language so that it's easy to follow. Included are personal tips and best
advice from my years of special operations sniper schooling and experience, and as a sniper instructor. If you are an experienced shooter, this guide will be
a resource covering the principles and theory of long range shooting. This is the preliminary book to help you understand fundamental concepts such as
MOA vs Mils and external ballistics, that can be like a trusted resource at the range. Learning to shoot long range isn't that difficult. Once you understand
the basics, you can start to master your technique and you'll be hitting targets in no time. The author has a series of online instructional videos known for
their ability to take seemingly complex areas of long range shooting and breaking them down so that they're easy to understand. This book was motivated
by the feedback from those videos. The handbook is broken down into three main categories: What it is/How it works, Fundamentals, and How to use it.
"What it is/How it works" covers equipment, terminology, and basic principles. "Fundamentals" covers the theory of long range shooting. "How to use it"
gives you practical advice on how to implement what you've learned so far to make you a long range shooter.

Handgun Combatives - 2nd Edition
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Men Against Fire, first published in 1947 (and updated in 1961), is an in-depth analysis of military leadership and infantry tactics, with numerous
recommendations to improve the effectiveness of ground troops in combat situations. The psychology of combat (e.g., chapters “Why Men Fight” and
“Men Under Fire”) is also examined by Marshall, himself a veteran of World War I and a combat historian during World War II. S.L.A. "Slam" Marshall
was a veteran of World War I and a combat historian during World War II. He startled the military and civilian world in 1947 by announcing that, in an
average infantry company, no more than one in four soldiers actually fired their weapons while in contact with the enemy. His contention was based on
interviews he conducted immediately after combat in both the European and Pacific theaters of World War II.

The Road
"You will either master the pistol or the pistol will master you." To fire perfect shots, you must train for perfect shots. But whether you want to shoot
squirrels, punch holes in paper targets, or defend your home, there is only one path to achieving consistent accuracy with a handgun: mastering the
fundamentals of marksmanship. Written by a former U.S. Marine Corps firearms instructor who has taught more than a thousand law enforcement, military,
and security personnel, The Perfect Pistol Shot uses succinct lessons, uncommon exercises, and real-world stories to provide a fresh look at a vital topic for
all gunmen. It includes: The single most important "trick" to perfecting handgun marksmanship A simple concept for learning how to shoot a gun twice as
fast A series of unique "Prove It" exercises that allow you to test the concepts offered without the pressure of actual shooting An entertaining chapter on
guns, gun magazines, and gun gurus that will help you make wiser choices about your training Knowing how to engage targets is valuable for the defensive
shooter, but if "engaging" doesn't translate into "hitting," what's the point? You must have a solid foundation on which to build tactical skills. Your reward
will be conversion from just another hapless shooter into an independent marksman.

Hip Hop Matters
This guide is for shooters of all levels: it establishes a strong shooting foundation by solidifying strengths and eliminating weaknesses.

The A B C of Rifle, Revolver and Pistol Shooting
Get to Know Your Revolver—Inside and Out! Gun Digest Book of the Revolver covers all aspects of living with the double-action revolver: shooting,
handling, carrying, maintaining and accessorizing—everything you need to know to operate the quintessential American handgun. Topics in this
comprehensive volume include: Self-Defense—Revolvers are still a good choice! Sighting options—including tips for aging eyes Getting the right hand fit
Grips that work—and those that don't Spare ammo carrying options Maintenance and cleaning how-to's The right holster for the job Wheel-gun ammo
choices for work, play and self-defense And much, much more!! Whether you use your revolver for sport, hunting, competition or self-defense, you'll learn
something from this book!

Four Perfect Pebbles
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Dramatic first-hand accounts of the results of handgun rounds fired into criminals by cops, storeowners, cabbies and others are the heart and soul of this
long-awaited book. This is the definitive methodology for predicting the stopping power of handgun loads, the first to take into account what really happens
when a bullet meets a man.

The Accurate Handgun
Extremely popular and hailed by trainers and officers nationwide as one of the most realistic all-encompassing firearms guides ever published. Handgun
Combative overflows with the street-proven wisdom and priceless advice of prominent gun expert Dave Spaulding. Includes insight into weapon, ammo &
holster selection, grip tips for better weapon retention, increasing accuracy, skillful firearms use in challenging settings, preparing for quick response and
peak performance, and training for weak hand shooting. No officer should be without this bookperiod.

Taking Your First Shot
Numbers don’t lie; more and more women are purchasing guns and learning to shoot! While shooting used to be a male-dominated sport, women across the
country have begun discovering that a trip to the range not only is relaxing, but also brings with it a sense of strength and empowerment. Taking Your First
Shot is an introductory guide perfect for either those stepping out onto the range for the first time or those looking to brush up on their skills. Author Lynne
Finch coaches women on the decision to learn to shoot, how to find formal training, selecting and purchasing a handgun, defensive versus practice
ammunition, storing and caring for your gun, and concealed carry options. Along with learning the shooting basics, Finch also teaches readers the
importance of situational awareness and the basics of self-defense. Sometimes a gun isn’t always an answer, and it’s important to have a proportional
response to the situation. Finch begins with teaching readers how to become aware of their surroundings, what to watch for, and how to respond. From
there, she goes on to define proportional response and why carrying pepper spray, a kubotan, or even a whistle can make all the difference. Learning to
shoot is a personal decision, but with the proper training and practice, shooting can become both an enjoyable and liberating sport.

Surgical Speed Shooting
The ultimate book for the gun enthusiast and the historian alike, American Pistol Shooting is a textbook of old-world techniques for successful shooting.
The author Major William D. Frazer was an incredibly accomplished marksman in his day, earning the US Army’s Distinguished Marksman badge in
1922. Almost entirely self taught, Frazer knew that the world needed a comprehensive book on pistol shooting technique, and he was the man to write that
book. Brilliantly detailed with sections on caring for your pistols, trigger control, defensive shooting and quick drawing, and even shooting psychology,
there is something here for everyone. First published in the early 1900s, almost all of American Pistol Shooting is still relevant today, even despite the
massive technological changes that have swept across the face of the gun industry. The techniques described will help anyone up their game and zero in on
their aim. Whether practicing alone in the backyard or practicing at the shooting range, Major William D. Frazer’s book is a must have for anyone
interested in the sport of shooting and the history of the gun. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms
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enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing,
gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands,
duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.

Handgun Stopping Power
Gun Digest Shooter's Guide to Competitive Pistol Shooting
When it comes to writing weapons, most authors shoot from the hip--and miss. The Writer's Guide to Weapons will help you hit your target every time.
Firearms and knives have starring roles in a wide range of genres--crime, thriller, war, mystery, Western, and more. Unfortunately, many depictions of
weapons in novels and film are pure fiction. Knowing the difference between a shotshell and a slug, a pistol and a revolver, or a switchblade and a butterfly
knife is essential for imbuing your story with authenticity--and gaining popularity with discerning readers. Inside you'll find: - An in-depth look at the
basics of firearms and knives: how they work, why they work, what they look like, and how to depict them accurately in your stories. - The biggest
weapons myths in fiction, TV, and film. - A surefire guide for choosing the correct weapon for your characters, no matter their skill level, strength, or
background. - A review of major gun and knife laws, weapons safety tips, and common police tactics. - "The Hit List," showcasing the most popular
weapons for spies, detectives, gunslingers, gangsters, military characters, and more. - Examples highlighting inaccurate vs. accurate weapons depictions. An insightful foreword by David Morrell, the award-winning creator of Rambo. Equal parts accessible, humorous, and practical, The Writer's Guide to
Weapons is the one resource you need to incorporate firearms and knives into your fiction like a seasoned professional.

So Long, See You Tomorrow
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